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EXPERIMENTAL IMMPING IN PITC!HOF 45° TR12UWUUR

The results
damping in pitch

By Murray Tobak, Wtid E. Reese, Jr.,

WINGS

emd Ben&.min H. Bean

SUNMARY

of an experimental wind-tunnel
of two tri~r wings haviu

investigation
leading edges

of the

swept tack
45° are presented. The wings‘differed-miky in-airfoil secticm. one winR
having a sharp leading+dge-biconvex secti-&, the other a rou& leadingz
edge sectim, NACA 0006-63. The invest’i~tion, which was conducted over

n a Mach nmiber rsmge of 1.15 to 1.70, consisted of tests made of the iso-
lated wings and of the wings in combinatia with a slender bcdy. The
results of a similar investigation for one of the wimg+ody combinations,.
made over a l&ch nuniberrange of 0.23 to 0.94, are also reported herein.

The results, obtained by a single-degre~f-freedom oscillatim teck+
. nique, were in quali,titiveagreement with the results of theoreticd c-

putations for both subsonic and supersonic speeds. The predictim. by the
supersonic theory of the existence of ranges of Wch nmber and center—
of+ravit y positicms over which dynamic instability may be expected was ‘
confirmed by the experimental results.

.

A significant reduction of the zzmge of Mach nunbers over which neg-
atively damped oscillations were encountered was.obtained by remoting the
tips of the wings.

Application of the theory to a stwiy of the coupled twtiegrees–of–
freedom shorkperi & pitching motion of a tailless triangular+ing aircraft
at sup&sonic speeds is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In an effort to surmount the problems which arise with flight at
. transonic or supersonic.speeds, mm.y unconventional wing plea forms have

been proposed. One of these, the delta cm triangular wing, has shown

gigi3+L#2..
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considerable promise smd therefore has been the subject of extensive
theoretical and experimental investigations. One of these theoretical
investipjatlcms(reference 1) has shown that, over certain Mach number -
rages and for certain center-of+jravityyositions, dynamic instability
in the form of negatively damped oscillations of the short-Feriod Fitch–
Ing motion is tobe expected.. A later ~per (reference2) presented a
similar theoretical result.

Since the theory is based on linearized equations for the flow of
an inviscid fluid, it is possible that secad+rder thickness ed VISCOUS
effects my significantly alter the results. Further, the theoretical
treatments are for quasi+tationary flow (reference2), that is, for
relatively slow oscillations.

In view of these limitations of the theory, an investi~tion has
been undertaken in the Ames 6-by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel for the
W’Pose of detertiting the accuracy of the theory in predicting the
dynamic bekvior of wings and wing-body combinations in flight. The pres-
ent report is devoted to an experimental investigation of the damFing of
single-degree-of-freedomFitcbing oscillatio~ of triangular wings and
wing-body combinaticms about a lateral axis lying within the wings. The
report includes the results of a similar limited investig3tim2made at
subsonic speeds in the Ames W-foot yressure tunnel employing one of the
models used in the 5.nvesti@ti,onat supersonic speeds.

A

B

cm

I

K

M

aspect ratio

cotangent of

NOTATION

()~s
Mach angle (~)

()liftlift coefficient —
$.&S

pitching+noment coefficient

c’c~~men)
moment of inertia, slug-feet squared

restoring moment per unit angular
radian

Mach number
(

v

)speed of sound .

deflection, foot+pounds per

.

..

.

.
.
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.
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damping moment per time rate of change of agle of attack,
f00~cnd4eGOndS

Reynolds nmber, based on wing m- aerod-c chord

wing area, including pxrtion enclosed.by body, square feet

flight speed, feet Ter seccmd

wing span, feet
.

wing root chord, feet

base of natural logarithms

frequency of oscillation, cycles per second

=v@= velocity due to pitching, radians per second

tire, seconds

chordwise distance of the aerodynamic center behind the lead-
ing edge of the meea aerodynamic chord

chordwise dis~ce of the center of gravity behind the leadiw
edge of the meqn aerodynamic chord.

%.C. - Xc.g.

qanwfse coordinate, measured frcm line of symmetry of wing,
feet

angle of attack of wing center line, degrees .

semivertex angle of,wing plan form, degrees

Mach angle (sin–= l/M), degrees

mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot

angular frequency of oscillation (2fif),radians per second ,
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When a, q, and & are used as subscripts, a nond@msicmal derivative is
indicated and this derivative is evaluated as the independent variable
(a, &, q) approaches zero. For example:

()~c%= aa c%=[m%]
a —> o 940

acmN[.= 1“b(&Z/2v) d,-+o

.

A dot above a symbol denotes a derivative with respect to time. Angles,
forces, and moments are referred to the center of gratity of the wing and
are positive as indicated in figure 1.

In addition to the preceding notation, which is used in the body of
the report, the fol.lowimgnotation is used in the appendices:

Appendix A

‘L=(D)

CL
qa.c.

‘c
J’%

‘%

C%o

F(djG(n)

c?

i

n

operational form of indicial lift coefficient

rate of chaage of lift coefficient with the parameter q=/2V
for pitching about the wing aerodynamic center

pitching+uoment coefficient due to

pitching+oment coefficient dus to

pitching+noment coefficient due to
to pitching is zero

effective twist
.

effective csmiber

pitching when the lift due

indicial lift constants evaluated for elliptic wings

local chord, spanwise distance y from.root chord

m— ,

z. .. -- -..—.-.—

.

.
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8 .dislxmce traveled In half mean aerodynamic chord lengths

(s ‘$%)

(40 angle of attack of the three+uarter-chord point of the root
section =ri line when the lift due to”pitching is zero

P csmber function 2 x
(
naximm hefmt of camber line

chord )

E total spanwise twist, measured at the three-quarter-chord line,
positive when root section is at greater angle of attack than
tip sectiop

Appendix B

Bb

Bm
m

a

2

w

‘o

X,y,z

Ap

Q

D

T1/2

body base cross+ectional area

body mean cross-sectionalarea

local body radius

local speed of sound

body len@h

vertical velocity of baiy

distance of centroid.of body

distance of axis of rotatim

.

( $ ‘ Yca%dx
volume from nose Z = 0

BmZ )

of body from nose

rectangular coordinates (sketch,page 29)

local. loading on surface of body

velocity potential

Ap@ndlx C

L
at

time for ~ oscillation to decrease to one+half amplitude
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k

m aircraft miss

.
.

7 inclination of aircraft flight path wtth respect to horizontal
axis (sketch,page 35)

e attituie of’aircraft with respect to horizontal axis
(sketch, page 35)

If damping ~rameter

APPARATUS

Wind Tunnel
a

The experimental investigateon of the dampi~in+itch characteris–
tics of the triangular wing models at supersonic speeds was conducted in

w

the Ames 6-by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel. This tunnel is of the
clos+–return variable=pressuret~ with a Mach ramiberrange of 1.15 to
2.0. A ccwrpletedescription of the wind tunnel is given in reference 3.

.

Subsonic tests of one of these malels were performed in the Ames
12–foot pressure wind tunnel. This tumnel, also of the closed-return
variable-pressure type, i“scapable of attaining air-stream velocities
close to the speed of sound.

●

Model

Two triangular wings with leading edges sweyt%ack 45° were used in
the investigatia. Their pertinent dimensions are shown in figure 2.
The wings were identical except for airfoil section, one wing lwving a
sharp leading~dge biconvex sectim (see reference 4), the other a round
leading-edge sectian, NACA 0006-63. Both sections were symmetrical in
streamwise planes @ 6 parcent thick at their 3Upercent chord lines.
The maximum size of the model was limited by tunnel-all interference
effects, this Iimitaticm dictating a wing span of 30 inches. Both mcdels
were cmstructed of wocd over a thin steel spar. The reduction in moment ...
of inertia obtained by the wood construction permitted the use of a spring
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support system of reasonable stiffness. The wing tips were reinforced
. with strips of brass to minimize the possibility of elastic deformation

of the tips under load.

During the first series of tests, the model was fitted witha coni-
cal shroud of 30° included angle in order to shield the spring support
system. The dimensions of the shroud and its locaticm on the wing are
shown in figure 2.

For the second series of tests, a slender lmdy of the shape derived
byHaack in reference 5 was fitted to the mcdel as shown in figure 3.
The bmiy of thin leminated wood construction extended 15 inches ahead of
the wing apex and terminated at the wing trailing edge. Its maximum dim+
eter was h inches, giting a ratio of wing span to bcdy dismeter of 7.5.
A photograph of the triangular+?ing+mdy combination installed in the
Ames 6–by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel is shown in figure 4.

For the third series of tests, the tips of the wings were cut off,
reducing the model S= from 30 inches to 24 inches, the wing aspect
ratio frcun4 to 2.67, and the ratio of wing span to body diameter from
7.5 to6.

Model Support System

In this investigation, the damping in pitch was obtained by measur–
ing the decay of a free oscillation of the model. Ths model was there-
fore mounted on spring supports proporticmed to give a frequency of about
10 cycles per second. The equivalent reduced frequency is essentially
the frequency of the short+erial oscillations usually experienced in
dynamic stability studies of full+cale aircraft and tissiles.

As shown in figure 7, the mcdel was mounted in a flexure pivot
system consisting of two thin vertical pivots which restrained the model
in vertical motion bti offered little resistance to rotatim and a lmg,
flat, horizontal spring which restrained the model in rotation and hori-
zontal motion. The latter spring was equipped with a strain gage so tht
a recording oscillograph could be used to produce a record of displace—
ment of the model as a function of time. Flexure pivots were used for the
spring support system since with this method the only damping due to fric-
tion was that caused by the internal friction of the pivots themselves.
This quantity remained essentially constsat throughout the period of test.

The model was givenan initial displacement of 70 by means of a btil
which engaged the wing in the course of Its arc, deflected the wing and
swung past, permitting the model to oscillate freely. The pawl was oper–
ated through the linkage system showm in figure 7 by a pne~tically

. . .
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actuated piston in the sting support. A positive lock to restrain any
violent oscillations
figure 5 for reasons

was also provided. This lock, not illustrated in .

of-clarity, was also operated by a pneurmtic piston. ..

TEEORY .——

For the single degree-of-freedom oscillations of this investigation
the damping coefficients presented are, in the terminology of reference 1, “--
the sum of the damping due to pitching velocity Cm afi”the &mpfng due

to the rate of change of angle of attack with time ~.‘c In this single

test, these derivatives cannot be seprated.

—.

Triangular Wing

Supersonic theary.- The theory of reference 1 is applicable in the
range of s~ersonic Mach numbers for which the Mach lines are swept ahead .!

of the wing leading edge. For higher Mach g~ers, where the Mach lines . .
are swept behind the wing leading edge, the theory developed by Miles in
reference 2 was used. For this case, in the notatim of the present

.

report, the damping in pitch about an arbitrary pitchi~.axis is

It is interesting to note that Milest results for the case wherein the ..

Mach lines are swept ahead of the leading edge, developed by a diff6rent
-

procedure, concur with the theoretical results of reference 1 for the
Sumof c! and’c

% %“

Subsonic theory.- The stability derivative
%

is defined as the

pitching-moment coefficient due to steady pitching so that it is possible
to calculate its msgaitude by using the stiterfuge of,replacing the thin
flat wing in pitching flight with a thinca@ered and twisted wing in

..

straight flight. The charts and tables of references 6 and 7 may then-be
used to determine the lift and pitching+nom6nt”characteristics of such a—
csaiberedand twistqd wing.

Approximate values of
CG

were C.alcbted from

unsteady or h.dicial lift, developed in reference 8.

.-

expressions for . ..
The Prsndtl+lauert

II

.
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for the effect of compressibilitywas ap@ied to the values of
%

c!~ calculated by the preceding methods. A detailed presentatim

of the ~thod of obtaining
%

and.
%

at subsonic speeds is given
in appendix A.

TriazqgularWing With CuMf f Tips

Since the experimental dai@ng in pitch of the trimgular wing with
cutif f tips was not investigated at subsonic speeds, only the theore_M—
cd results for this wing at supersonic speeds with Mach lines swept
ahead of the leading edges are presented. The theoretical values for
c

3

and ~ at supersonic speeds for this wing were calculated by

in egrating the appropriate local leadings over regions I emd II of the
wing shown in figure 6. The pressure+oef ficient terms were obtained
frcm table 1 of reference 9. The damping-in-pitch contribtiion of
regim III in figure 6.was neglected, since it is lmown that regions
influenced by the wing-tip &ch cone contribute very little to the total
load.

Body
u

The contribution of the body to the damping in,pitch was calculated
using Munk’s slender baiy theory (reference 10) in a manner similar to
that used by Ribner in reference 11 to obtain tti stability derivatives
of low aspec-Lratio triangular wings. The development is given in appen-
dix B. The result of the analysis cmcurs with that given by Miles in
reference Xi?. ● a

Because of the large ratio of wing span to body diameter, the inter-
ference effects between the wing and body were thought to be negli~ble,
so that only the damping contribution of the porticm of the body ahead of
the wing apex was considered. Also, since the theoretical expression for
the damping of the body is essentially independent of Mach number, the
results developed in appendix B were used for both subsonic and super-
sonic speeds.

EXPERIMENT

Scope of Tests

. Supers@c tests in the Ames 6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel.–
Investigation of.the dampfng-in~itch characteristics of tri~ wings

.
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at supersmic speeds was conducted over a hch number range of 1.15 to
1.70 at a constaat tunnel absolute pressure of 5 pounds per square inch.
The
th!e

5°,
the

Reynolds number ranged from 1.23 million to 1.35 million, based on
wing mean aerodynamic chord.

The models were oscillated about &ominal angles of attack of 0° and
the angles being measured frcm the mean line of the ‘stingsupport to
axis of the test section.

!l?hevarious mdlel configuraticms, each of which was investi~ted
employing the airfoil sectione shown in figure 2, are indicated below:

Maiel
Ccmfiguration

Wing alone
Wing and shroud
Wing and body ‘
Wing and body
Wing with cut-off’

tips and body

Range of
mcmen.tof
inertia

(slug +%’)

0.0E4 -0.0)27
.0216 -.0232
.0376 -.0389
.031.1 -.0319
● 0310 –. 0315

Axis of
rotation
@ M.A.C.)

45
45
45

;;.5
(equivalent to tri-
~r wing S,XIS
at 0.35 F)

Range of
wuil-on
frequency

(Cps)

10-13
11-13
6-1o

11-14
l&13

Subsonic tests in the Ames ~-foot pressure wind tunnel.- Subsonic
tests of the round leading+dge section NACA.0006-63 triangu@rwing with
bddy attached were performed ov~ra Mach nuniber=ge of 0.23 to 0.94 at
constant Reynolds numbers of 1,23 million and 0.55 million. For these
tests, the model was pivoted at an axis of rotation located at 35 percent
M.A.C. and was oscillated about a mean sagle.of attack of OO.

w
—

.

.

Reduction of Data

The technique used in this experiment of pivoting the mdel about
a lateral axis and allowing it to perform Pitcmng ogsilkti~ spout _.
t~t ~fs e~bl~ the aer~mc @ing coefficient to be de@rmined
from the record of the oscillation-decay curve, after correctim had been
made for the damping provided by the internal friction of the supporting
springs.

—

. .

.
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described preciously may be

11

expressed as a linear differ-

0 -.. (1)

me motion
. ential equation

Each of these q~tlties defines a m~nt: the first due to the angular
acceleratim OF the malel mass, the second due to aerodynamic and ;riction
-Q3 forces, and the third due *O IU9ChSZliCd

forces.
and aerodynamic restoring

P@lThe total damping Pa ,is written as Pz =

where

aerodynamic damping

tare damping due to the

the aercdyaamic damping

internal friction of the supporting springs

which whsn reduced tomoment is –(P~,)&
* coefficient form becomes

.

(’2) .

Writing the moment

dynamic ~hbility work

coefficient in the form of the parameter used in

[Rko1 “es
. A(T~4=)

% + c%= pme

Thus, it is seen that It is only necessary

(3)

to evaluate P2 and PI
in order to obtain the damping derivative.

and ct=o exist at timeIf in equatim (1) the conditions ~
t-~, the equation describing the mcdel angle
time may be written as

of attack as a functim of

sin mt) (4)

.-
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where u is the angular frequency of oscillation,and is given by
.

U)= J (K2/I)-(PJ21)2 (5)

The envelope curve for qquation (4) is

= ~ ~-(P=/21)t
a o (6)

where P2 is a constant which nay be determined as ●

(7)

where a. and a are acdinates of the envelope c~ve, a time interval
At &part. It was found, however, that due to sane nmlinearity inherent
in the spring support system Pz was not a c@steat hut was dependent to
a small degree an the amplitude of oscillation. It was etident from the
results of wind-off tests, mde with the wind tunnel evacuated to a low
pressure, that the nonlinearity was of mechanical, not of aerodynamic

.

nature. TO minimize its effect, the same initial mplittie and the same
amplitude range was used in the reduction of all records. It was then w
always possible to dmw a reasenable straight line through the experi?n.en-
tal points when the amplitudes of the envelop6 curti”were plotted on semi–
lo~rithmic paper as a function of time. A %ypical oscillatim record and
plot of the envelope curve is shown in figure 7.

.

The tare damping P1 was obtained in a,like ~nner by oscillating
the model with the wind off through a wind-tunnel pressbe raugb.of 15 to
3 -S Per square inch absolute. The resulting ourve of tare dmrping
versus tunnel pressure was extrapolated to z-e-rotunnel jtiesstieto o%tain
the tare damping due to mechsxdcal friction alone, the’extrapolation eli-
minatingthe effect of air damping. It was usually found, however, that the
difference in tare damping at zero and 3 potids per square ibch absolute
WS.Snegligible. —. —.

-..

The wind-off records were also used to determine the frequency in the
eqmtion,

so that the moment of inertia of the model could then be determined. The
quantity K1 is the spring constant of the support system obtained by a ●

static calibration. ..- --
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The variatian of pitchin~moment coefficient with -e of attack
was also obtained from the oscillation records since the frequency

function of the sum of the spring constmt and the aerodynamic
restoring moment. The total restoring moment ~r unit angle of attack
is written as

Kz = ~+K=

where

K.

Kl

Then

aerodynamic restaing moment for tit angle of attack

calibrated static spring constant

the aercdym,mic restaring moment is -(~l)u, which when reduced
to coefficient form is

dcm
c%. — .42 (K-l)

da pv%~
(9)

●

The quantity ~ W’aS
of the model frcm the

.I

obtained by measuring the frequency of oscillation
wind+ ~coras and use of equation (5).

.

Precision of I13ta

As noted previously, reduction of an oscillation~ecay curve to
coefficient form involves the measurement of the exponents of the wind–
on and wind-off envelope curves, the mcdel moment of inertia, and ths
density and velocity of the air stream. The accuracy with whi,chthese
quantities can be determined may be considered.,to be a functicm of those
factors involved in their determination. In the following emal~is of
the precision, the results apply to the data obtiined at subscmic speeds
as well as at supersonic speeds.

The uncertainty in determining the exponent of a decay curve was
taken to be the stsdard deviation resulting from repeated measurements
for the exponent of a single record. The same uacertaiuty, found to be
+0.008 ~r second, existe’dfor %oth wind.. and wind-off records.

Uncertainties in the density and velocity of the air stream were
determined.from the least readings of the instruments measuring the tun-
nel stagnation temperature and pressure. These were k2° F for the stag-
nation temperature gage and *O.2 centimeter for the mercury kmmet er

. measuring stagnation pressure, which led,to uncertainties of *O.01 per–
cent and.*0.9 percent for the density and mlocity, respectively.
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The uncertainty in the value for the moment of inertia of the model
F was primrily dependent upon the accuracy with which the wind+ff fre–
quency of oscillation could be determined. Repeated measurements of the
frequency of oscillation of a single wind+ff record gave a standard
deviation of *0.015 cycle per second. This uncertainty, together with
an uncertainty of *14 inch=gmunds per radian in the spring constant,
gave a total uncertainty in the moment of inertia of the model of *1.5
percent.

The total uncertainty in the dampiw coefficient (~ + Cmq) was
then &ken to be the square root of the sum of the squares of the aforem-
entioned uncertainties, this computation resulting in a value of +0.02.

There remains the necessity of discussing those factors which,
either systematically or erratically, might have influenced the damping
of the model in such a muner as to mask the trends of the damping coef-
ficients or to induce se~-excited oscillations.

Randcm errors, exhibited by the scatter in the data, were due pri-
marily to indeterminate chsages in the friction damping of the spring
support f3ystem. When it is considered that friction forces account for
25 percent of the damping moment, it is evident that only very smQl
changes in the character of the spring support system can produce the
scatter apparent in the data. Consequently, although the uncertainty
in a single damping coefficient is of the order of *0.02, the standard
deviation of a nuniberof observationsat,a given ~ch number is of the
order of ko.06.

A possible source of systematic error, which subsequently was deter-
mined to be negligible, was that due to the vibraticm of the model sup-
port sting. It was observed that, when the mdel was given its initial
deflectim and released, the consequently large and sudden change in lift
caused a vtbration of the sting support. This vibration, when coupled
with the oscillation of the model, could hve prduced a motion consls%
ing of tuo degrees of freedom Instead of one, with ensuing complication
of the equatians of motion and methods of analysis. To investigate this
possibility, a strain gage was attached to the sting support and connected
to a recording oscillograph,enabling a record to be made of the wqpli-
tude and frequency of vibration induced in the sting. Upon analysis of
the record, it was found that the maximmn amplitude of vibration of the
sting was +0.06 inch, causing at most a change of+O.170 in the angle of
attack of the model. In addition to the above analysis, a 22-inch sec-
tion of the sting was removed, thereby stiffening the sting considerably.
The results of tests made with the model mounted cm the shortened sting
agreed, within the precisia menticmed preciously, with tests made with
the standard sting.

.

K

. —

—

—
-.

—
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RESULTS AND DISCXJSSIOIV
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The results of tests of the dampi~in-pitch characteristics of the
various model configurations are presented in figures 8 to 12. The damp-
ing coefficients are given as a function of Mach nuniber,and also at
supersonic speeds as a function of the ratio of tan 6/tan p, the ratio
of the tangent of the semivertex angle of the wing to the tangent of the
Mach angle. Values of tan e/tan p greater than one correspond to Mach
numbers for which the Mch lties are swept behind the wing leading edge
and less than one to Mach numbers fcw which the Mach lines are swept
ahead of the leading edge. The demping coefficients presented are, in
the terminology of reference 1, the SUUl of the daqin$ due to pitchin$
velocity C~ h the damping due to the rate of change of angle of

attack with time
%“

Damping Coefficients

.
Triangular wingats upersonic speeds.— The results of tests of the

triangular wing conducted at supersonic speeds are shown in figure 8.
. For these tests, the model was initially fitted with a c~cal shroud of

30° included me in order to shield the spring support system.

Exe.minaticmof the data for the wing and shroud fn figure 8 shows
that the experimental points follow the trends predicted by the theore-
tical results. It is of importance to note that, for the axis of rota–
tion located at 45 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord, the theay
indicates positive damping coefficients for a range of Mach nunibersless
than 1.17. In this speed range, oscollations of increasing amplitude are
to be expected for the single de~e~f-freedcm motion of this investi–
gation. During the tests, these undamped or negatively damped oscilla-
tions were observed, as shown in figure 8 by the experimental points
plotted beluw the axis. The reversal from ne~tive to positive deqping
coefficients occurred at somewhat higher Mach numbers thsa i~icated by
the theory.

During these tests, it was suggested that the interference between
the shroud and the wing, ccmsisting of an alternate attachment and
detachment of the bow wave from the shroud, could have influenced the
daqping of the model in such a manner as to give the negatively dsmped
oscillations which were observed. M order to investi~te this point,
further tests were made with the shroti removed. The results, also
shown in figure 8, indicate a significant increase in negative damping

. coefficients in the law Mach nuniberrange. However, removal of the
shroud exposed a sizable cutiut in the airfoil surface, which, according

9“
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to theory, should @w an increase in damping. Further, removal of the
shroud e~osed the spring support to the air stream and may have resulted ● ‘--
in serluus interference effects. Whether”the increase in eqmrimentzii
damping with shroud removed is attributable to the absence of the shroud
or”to the effect of the cut-out and/or support interference is not known.

.

In view of the inconclusiveness of the results far the isolated wing
due to the possibility of interferencebetween the wing and shroud, a
secmul series of tests was conducted. For these tests, a slender body
of efficient aerodynamic shape was fitted to the wing.

The results for the wing~cdy ccmibination,shown in figures 9 and 10,
again follow the trends predicted by the theory, and again rangeEIof Mach
numbers were encountered over which the model experienced negatively
d-d Oscillaticzls.The verification of the existence of these regicms
of dynamic instability is considered to be the most significant result
of this investigation.

A cqrison of the Wta of figures 9 and 10 for the sharp leading-
edge secttm and round leading~dge section (NACA 0006-63) airfoils shows
that the sharp leading-edge airfoil more closely followed the theoretical “
trends and usually gave slightly higher damping. It is felt, however,
that the difference in damping was not sufficiently large, nor were ths
data sufficiently precise to warrant a conclusion re~rding the relative Y

merits of the demping qualities of the two airfoi~.

Likewise, there appeared to be no consistent significant difference
between the magnitudes of the damping coefficients for the model oscil-
lating about 0° and 5° angle= of attack. .-

A coqpariscm of,the resul@ for ;he wing+cdy ccmbinatim pivoted
at 45 percent M.A.C. (fig. 9) @ at 35 percent M.A.C. (fig. 10) showed
that, as predicted by the theory, results obbined at 45 percent M.A.C.,
gave both higher damping at a given Mach number and a smaller range of
Mach ni@mrs over which negativel.ydemped oscillationswere encountered. .-

Wing with cut-off tips at supersonic speeds.- Theoretical calcula-

tions based on the results of reference 9 @ve indicated that significant
improvement of the dampin~in-pitch characteristicsof a triangular wing
may be realized by emplo@g swepWback trailing edges. Since this
improvement is accomplished by reducing the area of the triangular wing
aft of the center of gravity, the possibility was suggested t~t the
damping-in-pitch characteristics of the wings of this report could like-
wise be im$moved by removing ths tips of the wings. The results of cal-
culations for such plan forms (see section an theory) also tended to
support this suggestion.

—

—

n
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In order to investigate this possibility, the wings of this report
. were modified.as shown in figure 3, removal of the wing tips reducing

the aspect ratio of the wings from 4.o to 2.67. For this investigation,
the mcdel was pivoted.at 47.5 percent M.A.C., which is the same roo-
chord position as that for the trian@ar ting pivoted at 35 percent
M.A.C.

Results of the tests made with the mdified wings (shown in fig. 11)
can thus be c-red tith those of the triangular wings pivoted at
35 percent M.A.C. (shown in fig. 10). This compmison, which is useful
primarily for the purpose of verifying the theory, shows that, as pre-
dicted, a significant reduction of the region of Mach numbers over which
ne~tively dsmped oscillations were encountered was realized as the
result of removing the wing tips. It is recognized that a more ideal
com$!arisonof the damping-in-pitch ckracteristics of the two wings
would be one in which the axes of the wings were located so as to give
equivalent static margins. Structural limitations of the model pre-
vented such an experimental com~rison from being made; however, a the-
oreticalcomparism on this basis indicated that the wing with cut-off
tips possesses superior damping-bitch characteristics for all values

. of static margin, although the improvement is small for static margins
less - 0.03.

. Triamgular wing at subsonic speeds.— W order to obtain a more
complete picture of the variation of the damping coefficients with Wch
number, the round leading-edge sectim” (EACA 0~6-J53) triangular wing
with body attached was investi~ted In the Ames 12-foot pressure wind
tunnel.

In figure U?, the experimental variation of C + C% with stib-
%

sonic Mach nunibersis presented for a pitching axis located at 37 per—
cent M.A.C., ~ for Reynolds nunibersof 1.25 millionamd 0.55 million.
Examination of fligure12 shows that for both Reynolds ntiers the damp-
ing coefficients be~ more negative as the Mach numiberwas increased
until a limiting Mach number was reached at which they abruptly became
positive. The sudden appearance of this condition of instability is
believed to be associated with the establishment of local regims of
supersonic flow over the surface of the airfoil.

Also shuwn in figure E are theoretical values of ~q + C%

through the subsonic ~ch nuniberrange calculated by two different
methods. The values calculated using low-aspect-ratio theory (refer-
ence 11) indicate no change with Mch nmiber and are numerically much
larger than the experimental values. In reference 11, it is pointed
out that assmrptions made in the derivation limit application of the

& results /towings of aspect ratio less than 0.5. Thus, the application
of values of

%
andc ~ obtained from Iow-aspec*ratio theory to

.
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wings of the aspect ratio of this report for subsonic speeds does not
appear to be justifted. Values of

%+%
obtained using a theory

for wings of moderate to high aspect r~tio (see section m theory) are
shown in figme X2 to agree well with the test results far a Reynolds
number of 1.25 million. The abrupt reversal in sign of the damping coef-
ficients is not predicted by the theory, however, since the theary cannot
take into account the effect of mixed flow on the damping-in-pitchbehav-
ior of the wing.

Aeroel.asticEffects at Supersonic Speeds

Since the mcdels of this investigation employed wings hating swept-
back leading edges, and since the wing tips were relatively flexible, it
was thought possible that aeroelastfc effects ccmmmly observed on the
static lift and pitchingaoment coefficients might have similarly itilu-
enced the damping coefficients.

In order to investigate this possibility, the static pitching-
moment coefficient C% was computed by the method outlined in the sec-

tion of this report en%itled “Reducticm of ~tan for the trieagular wing-
body combination pivoted at 45 percent M.A.C Resuits of these computa-
tions for the round leading+ge section NACA CD%-63 wing are shown tn
figure 13, and for the sharp leading+dge sectioning in figure 14.
Also shuwn in figure 13 are unpublished results, obtained in the Ames 6-
by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel, of face tests of a trieagular wing-
body combination built of steel, hating a wing swept back 450 and employ-
ing an NACA 0005-63 airfoil sectihn. These results were obtained at the
same tunnel pressure as the results of the present report. Since it was
lmown that aeroelastic effects on the comparatively rigid force=test
model were negligible, it was expected that the effect of aeroelastlcity
on the more flexible models of this report would show UQ as a difference
in the parameter, @ for the two models. Com~rison of the results

shown in figure 13 a; a Mach nuniberof 1.4, where the dynamic pressure
and thus any aeroelastic effects are.greatest, shuws god agreement
between the results of the two experiments. It was therefore concluded
that, in the present investigation,aeroelastic effects on the static
parameter c% ~a also the dynamic ~remeters

c%
and ~ were

negligible.

.—

It is interesting to note that the results of the present investi-
gation shown in figures 13 ana 14 indicate that the triangular wing-
body combination pivoted at 45 percent M.A.C., hid become statically
unstable at a Mach nmiber of 1.55 for the round leading-edge sectim
NACA 00C663 wing and 1.46 for the sharp leading-edge sectioriwing.

.
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The fact that this reversal in sign of the pitching+ment coefficient
was not observed in the results of the force tests of the wing~ody co-
binathn may be attributed to the differences in airfoil-+ection thick-
ness and baiy shape between the two models. Both of these differences
have more pronounced effects on the lift and pitching moment as the Mach
number increases.

Reynolds Number Effects

In view of the relatively law Reynolds numbers at which the present
tests were conducted, it was deemed advisable to obtain some measure of
the effect of Reynolds nuuiberon the damphg-fn~itch coefficients.
Since the maximm Re~olds number was limited to that used in the super-
sonic investi~tion (1.37 million) by strength limitations of the model,
the investigation of Reynolds nuribereffect could only be made by tesk
ing at a lower Remolds nuniber.

Accordingly, subsmic tests of the damping in pitch of the round
leading+dge section NACA O-3 triangular wing~mly model were made
at constant Reynolds numbers of 1.25 mini cm and 0.55 million. The
results (fig. 12) show a sigdficant reductfon in the damping coeffi-
cients with reduction in Reynolds nuuiber,the damping coefficients at
the lower Reynolds nuniberbeing about half the values obtained at the
higher Remolds nuuiber. However, the results of a check run made at
supersonlc speeds at a Reynolds nuniberof about 0.8 million, shown by
the flagged s@bols in figure 10(h), did not exhibit this reduction in
the magnitudes of’the damping coefficients.

The reason for there being a large effect of Remolds nuniberon the
damping coefficients at subsonic speeds and little effect at supersonic
speeds is not yet understock. tither tests are needed at Reynolds num-
bers more closely a~roximating those of full-scale flight in order to
clarify thts point.

Applicati(m of the Results to the Prediction of the
Dynamic Behavior of N14cale Aircraft

The previous discussion has shown that for the singltiegreeaf-
freedom oscollations studied in the present experiments there exists a
range of Mach nunibersover which dynamic instability occurs. These
results are summarized in figure 15 for the triangular wing-bcdy combi-
nation which was investi@.ted at both mibsonic and supersonic speeds.
For the NACA 000ti3 wing model pivoted at 35 percent M.A.C., it is seen
that, for Mach numbers n= 0.94 and 1.38, mdamped or ne~tively damped
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oscillations occur. Although the evidence is not conclusive due to li~
itations of the research equipment, the presmqdz!.onis that negatively *

damped oscillationswill occur over the entire range of Mach numbers
between 0.94and 1.38.

These results, however, are not directly applicable to the predic-
tion of like phenomena for these wings in flight, since in flight am
aircraft is free to respond to the impetus of the oscillating lift fdrce.
The motion of the airfoil in flight, therefore, consists of a coupled
two-degre~f-freedom motion wherein the airfoil experiences vertical

—

translatiau as well as a pitching motion. In the present experiments,
since the center of gravity of the model was fixed, only the pitching
motion was experienced by the model.

Scam calculations (see appendfx C) have been made for the ’coupled
two-degree.+f-freedommotion of a tailless aircraft with fixed controls

—

having the same leading+dge sweep as the models of this investigation
and with representative full-scale dimensions. Results of these calcu-
lations (figs. 16 @ 17) indicate that, as expected, the time to dsmp
to one-half amplitude is decreased and the range of Wch numbers in which
dynamic instability occurs is reduced, though not eliminated, by consid- *
eration of the coupled motion. These calc~tions have also indicated
that the terms contaimtng the stability derivatives

c%
amd Cm in

equation (4) of appendix C are small and may be discarded.
*

This slmpli-
ficatian permits the results of this investigation, combined with the
results of static wind-tunnel measurements of the lift-curve slope c&)

to be used to qualitatively predict the dynamic pitching behavior of
similar full-scale aircraft.

A comparison of supersmic stability boundary curves for cm and
two degrees of freedais shown in figure 17. It is interesting to note
that altitude has little effect on the two41egre~~eedom stability
boundary; the mgnitude of the reduction of the region of instabilityis
dependent primarily cm the inerti~ss ratio of the aircraft and the
lift+mrve slope

c%

While discussing the range of Mch numbers in which unstable oscil-
lations maybe expected, it should.alsobe pointed out that the theory
of reference 1 fndfcates that aspect ratio ~lays a significem.troll in
determining the dampl~-in-pitch characteristics of triangular wings at
supersonic speeds. According to the theory, the regton of supersmic
Mach numbers in which negatf.velydaqped oscilhiticms rmybe expected dis-
appears entirely for all center-of~atity positicms when the as~ct ratio
is reduced to about 2.5 or less, even for the single~egree+f-freedom
case. This, incidentally, may account for the fact that no dyoamic
pitching instability was experienced with the tailless free-flight tissile ‘
employing a triangular wing swept back 600, reported in reference 13.

4
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CONCLUSIONS
.

Results of an experimental investigation of the single degree+f-
freedom damping in yitch of two triangular wings hating leading edges
swept back h~”,with and withoti a Ixxly,made at subsmic s~eeds in the
Ames 12-foot pressure wind tunnel and at supersonic speeds in the Ames
6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel lead to the fol.lowlngconclusicmsz

1. Theoretical and experimental values of the
parameter

c%
+C.~ were in qualitative a~eement

supersmic speeds, except for subsonic Mach numbers
dynamic instability, which was observed at mibsonic
0.94, was not predicted by the subscmic theory.

2. The prediction by the supersonic thaxcy of

dcunping-in-pitch
at ti~thsubsonic amd

a%ove 0.94. The
Mach nunhers above

the existence of
regions of Mach number sad center+f-gravity positiaas in which nega-
tively dampd oscillations my be ~cted was confirmed by the results
of e~eriments for two axis-of-rotatian positions located at 35 percent
and 45 percent of the wing m= aeralynemd.cchord. ‘.

3. Considerable improvement in the damping-in-itch characteristics
. of a triangular wing can be realized by reducing the s- of the wing.

Removal of the tips of the wings, which reduced the aspect ratio from
4.0 to 2.67, resulted in a significant reduction in the r-e of Mach
numbers over which negatively damped oscollations were encountered..

4. Calculatims made for the twMegree+f-freedom motion which
ccmibinesthe pitching motion stbiiiedin the present investigation with
a vertical tramslatory motion shows that, while the additio~l damping
of the oscillation resulting frcm the translatcry notion reduced the
range of kch nuuibersover which dynand.cinstability is experienced, the
unstable range was not eMminated.

Ames Aeronautical Iabozator~,
National Advisory CA%ee for Aeronautics,

Moffett IMeld.,Calif.
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EVAZUATION OF

APPENDIX A

THE STABILITY DERIVATIVES

NACA RM A50J26

c%Am-c ~ FCR

EVALUATION

In the following derivation for

Sumsomc SmIm

OF C
%

the parametir Cm, the moments

about the pitching axis of a thin flat wing in steady ~itching flight
are assumed to be the same as the moments about an equivalent thin wing
in straight flight which has been cambered and twisted.to the curvature
of the pitching path. The charts and _@bles in references 6 and 7 can
then be used to determine all the necessary characteristics of such a
wing except the pitching moment at zero lift due to pitching caused by
the effective camber of the wing. ‘lhislast moment cambe approximately
evaluated by tw~mensi.aal theory.

The stability derivative C
%

for a pitching axis at a distance

Ax~cg. ahead of the aerodynamic center is (reference 14)

.

.—

.

.

(Al)

where M* is t~ @tcMng+om,nt ~oefficlent due to “pitchingwhen the

lift due t: pitching is zero, and
c%a.c._

is the rate of change of lift

coefficient with the pitching paramster gc/2V for pitching about the
aeraiynamic center.

Yor a wing in pitching flight, the ~th of the wing has a radius of .

curvature of T/q. The curved flight introduces anangle-of-attack vari-
atfon along the chord. The resulting moments have been approximately
evaluated by assuming a wing in straight flight with a csmiberand twist
such that the angle-of-attack distribution along the chord is the same as

—

that existing on the fist wing in curved flight.

Consider first the pitching moment due to the equivalent camber of
the wing when the lift due to pitching is zero. Ths pitching+mment coef-

~fioient at zero lift for a two-dimensionalwing section is (reference 15) .

. .
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where ~ is defined.geometricallyalso in reference 15. In terms of the
. triangular wing under consideration

P = 1 qcz
2 2V

(JL3)

where cl is the local

cember at zero lift for
integrating the section

chord. The pitchingaoment coefficient due to
the entire wing canbe approximately-obtainedby
pitching+oment coefficient

.
me
the

.

.

.

(A4)

(A5)

contrilnrtionto ~ caused by the effective ca@er becomes, for
triangular wing, =

(%lJc

This result should indicate

than actually exist because

ac% ~

= a(@2V) = – 32
(A6)

slightly more negjativevalues of (~)

end effects have not been considered, b~t
there should be considerably less error in (C%)c than would occur

in the lift or pitching+mment coefficient due to @e of attack because
at zero lift there ~e no induced effects of the wake.

The total spxwise twist of the triangular wing due to the pitching
motion measured at the three-quarter chord point is

The pitching moment due to this twist my be expressed.as

%b ._3 c%@C%=ye –——

4.E2TJ

E-----l.

(A7)
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The contribution to C~ caused by the effective spanwise twist of the

triangular wing due to ths yitching motion becomes then
m

where %— can be obtained fram reference 7. Thus the pitching-moment

coeffllci~ntdue to pitching at zero lift due to pitching becomes, for the
triangular wing, .- —

cwo=(%Jc+(c&)b=-&@ (A9)

The lift coefficient due to ths pitching motion for rotatic.mabout
the aerodynamic center is equal to the mte of change of lift coefficlent
with angle of attack multiplied by the difference between the amgle of
attack due to the pitching ruotion and the aagle of attack for wbich the
lift due to pitching is zero (O&)o.

.

.

(A1O)

For convenience in using reference 7, the three~uarter-roo=had point
was chosen as the reference point to determine Ax. The effective angle
of attack of this point for pitching about ~. c. 1s

.

where ~.ca

2
( )

5 %.C. qE--—
8F E

is obtained from reference 6. Z%US,

[(_qG ~ 5 h.c.

)

3 (%)0
2V ‘-— +~r8 r 1

-.

(All)

where (~)o/e can be obtained from reference 7. Inserting this value

~m=.

u

.
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into equation (A1O) = taking the derivative
gives

25

with respect to q~/2V

CL% c =
. . ‘%*C”=%[’(;-%+) +?%] ‘Au)a(qE/2v)

From equation (Al) then, the stability derivative ~ for the

2 ~_%c
%[ ( 8 F “) ‘PW-2CL4%$

(A13)

where all singlesin the above equaticm are expressed in radians. (Note ~
that ~/e and C% frmn references 6 sad 7 wt m c~vert~ to ~“di–

ans before inserting in equation (A13).)

The effects of compressibility can be approximately considered %y
calculating c

%
in incompressible flow for a trier wing, the aspect

ratio of which bas been reduced by the compressibilityy factor ~’
1

and multiplying the value of ~ obtained by - .
%

EVALUATION

The stability derivative
%

OF

.Can

operaticmal expressions for the lift au

J 144?

c%

be approximately

a finite wing,
o~ which varie= with the dis%ce traveled. using the
reference 8, a sinusoidal variation of angle of a%ack

a = Aeti

where

A amplitude of the oscillation

s distance traveled in half mean

n 2Yc times the
of ~vel

nudber of cycles

evaluatea from

the @e of attack
nomenclature of
is written as

(A14)

aerodynamic chord.lengths

per &lf mean aerodynamic chord length
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The lift coefficient resulting frcm

CL(S) = E’l

this angle+ f-attack variation is

(D) Aeim (A15)

.

- (D) is the operational form of the indicial lift coefficient,
‘here CL=
the response of the wing to a mdd’en uuit change of angle of atkck.
Solutions have been evaluated in reference 8 as

c%(s) = T-l(in) Ae
ins

(A16) .—

c%(s) = 2YC[F(n) + iG(n)] Aei~ (A17)

where values of F(n) md G(n) have been determined for elliptic wings
of aspect ratios 3 and 6. b additian, as pointed out in reference 8,
the center of pressure of the unsteady lift for a wing of infinite aspect .
ratio remains on the quarter chard throughout the motion.

It is assummd that the unsteady lift on the triangular wing of this *.

report wuuld be equal to that for an elliptic wing of th ssme asPect
ratio. Also, frcm the results of the infinite aspect ratio calculation,
it is assumed that the center of pressure for unsteady lift is the same
as for steady lift. The moment about the pitching axis of the wing due
to a sinusoidal change of angle of attack can then be expressed as

This same moment
duetoa anda

Thus,

Since

M =— ~$s %.g. W&) (A18)

A also,be expressed in differential form as a moment
moment due to &

M=~&+~a (A19)

(A20) “

.
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on inking this substitution,
.

Se~rating the fmagi~ry

– &V% kc ~, 23’c[F(n) +
.

terms from the real terms

In reference 16, the function 2X G(n) is given as

rln2fiG(n) =- C=–– rzn
2

Cz —
r12”+n r22+n2

iG(n)] Aeiat

and canceling

27

(An)

~iut

(A22)

(A23)

where Cl, C2, rl, and r2 are constants which depend on aspect ratio.
. Interpolating between mdues of the constants for the examples of aspect

ratios 3 sad 6 in reference 16, the vahes for an aspect ratio of k
become approximately

*
c1 =–lox

rl=— 0.36

r2=C2=0

(A24)

But since

n =~ C< 0.36 (A25)
27

the value of c
%

for the range of frequencies of interest in this dis–

cussion becomes simply

.

b

(A26)

.--3,
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for a wing of aspect ratio 4. Due to the many approximations involved
in this derivation, a high degree of refinement in computi~ the effects *

of compressibility is not justified. The values of C
%

at the higher

subsonic Mach numbers were obtained by multiplying equation (A26) by

—*

k

.

.

.

.

4
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A2PENDIXB ,

.

*

.

DERIVATION OF THE RAMPING IN PITCH ‘OFA SLENDER BODY

In the develo~nt given below, the methd used by Ribner in refer-
ence H. to obtain the stability derivatives of low-aspec-tio tri~
lar wings is followed to obtain the damping-in-pitch derivatives of a
slender bdy of revolution.

Consider the bcdy moving with velocity, V and angle of attack a,
as shown in the sketch below:

.’”%_

(a)
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The linearized potential equaticm for unsteady flow

NACARM AWJ26

is icrittenas

= o (Bl)

.

where the coordinate system is moving in t4e negative x directim with
the velocity Q. If tk development-is limited-in ap lication to a slen-
der bdy performing slow osctllatims, Ba%p~xz, a%p tz, and a2cp/dxdt
may be considered to be negligible. Equation (Bl) thus reduces to

(B2)

Physically, equation (B2) implies that the flow at smy transverse cross
section of the bdy is similar to a twtiimensional flow.’ The flow at
any section may thus be expressed as the potential flow for a circular
lamina moving downward in its own plane with a velocity aV (see sketch,
~ge 29). For this case, the potential is equivalent to that of a doub-
let with its axis ~llel to the z &s (reference10) so that

‘(B3)

where

a body radius at a section a distamce x from the nose

w vertical velocity of the section

It canbe skwnthat equation (B3) is a solution of equation (B2). The
local loading is

AP
(

.2, M+ V*) *
at

The pitching-moment coefficient due to

attack with time C
%

arises from the

yields the pitching+mment coefficient

(B4)

the rate of c-e of angle of

hterm 2p —; hthe term 2p ~
at

due to steady pitching C
‘%”

.

4
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EVI.LUATIONOF C
%

As menticmed previously, for an accelerated tremlatory motion, the
contributeon to the local loading is given by the term

Ag=2p~=2p~& (B5)

I!Yomequaticm (B3), since w = aV,

?Q=&~
t)a y2+z2

On the surface of the baiy

y=’+.z.~z

.
Therefore,

. Ap = 2pv&z = 2pT&m (B6)

The pitching moment of the local loading about an axis a d.istice X.
from the nose may be written,

[

a

%
=— (x–xo) Ap dy

1’

(B7)

= -pV& (x–xo) 3fa2

The total pitching moment due to & my then be found by the h.tegra—
tion of equatiau (B7) over the bdy length

M=–
,

.

J
b

The term fla2dx gives

o

z
.

pv&
f

-2 (x–%) G (B8)

o

J

z
the body volume, while ti2xdx e~resses

o

.

.
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the moment of the bml.yvolume about the nose. If the volume iS written
as %Z, where ~ is the mean body cross-ectional area, the pitching

.

moment can be written as

M=- PV& -l -BmZXo) =–~V@mZ (=–xo) (B9) –

where Z is the distance of the centroid of”the bcdy volume fra the
nose. Then, referring the pitching moment to the wing dimensions, the
moment in coefficient form is

The

to

cm =’- 2#5# (~_xo) (B1O)
.

stabi.li~ derivative is formed by the derivative of ~ with respect

&-/2V. It iS

(Bll)

ET?AXUATIO?!IOF

For aR angular pitching velocity q
tance X. frcsnthe nose, the vertical velocity of a station on the body

cmq
about an axis located at a dis-

.

.

located at x is

w = q(x-xo) (B12)

Then

CP= “q(x-%)* (B13)

mom (B4), the local loading term is

AP = 2pv !$$ (B14)

Performing the indicated differentiatiau,there results for the local
leading on the surface of the bu%y

(B15)
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The pitcl@g
.

%2
=—

moment of the local loading is again

/“4 (.-.O) ‘y

= 2fiqpV(.–..)2 a ~ – qp%a2 (x–~)
ax

(B16)

The total pitching moment due to q is .

f

2

[

z

J’

z
M= w=–gPv 2= g (X-x.)2 ax – qpv m= (X-XO) h (B17)

o 0 0

.

The quatity 2* ~ expresses the variation of the cross~ectional
. area of the baiy with x, or is @ix. Since the body cross~ectianal

area is zero at x = 0, and is equal to the area of the body base at
x= z, the first integral in equation (B17)reduces to

.

f

2

– ~~b (&Xo)2 + !2~qv Yra2(X-xo) ax

o

The pitching moment my then be written

M = - qPm~ (2-XO)2 +

Reducing to cmfficient form in terms of

qp~2 (Z–xo)

the wing dimensions,

= (Z-xo) +
2

cm=– * (%–..)
VSE

acm
and forming the stabflity derivative,

a(qF/2v)‘.

(B18)

(Big)
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% (&xo)2+ ~&

“%=-z !52 (~+) (B20)

The total -ing in pitch of the body is the SWIIof C and . .
% %

It thus ap~sars upon adding equations (B20) and (Bll) that

k% -

% + c%=--’- (+30)2

a!RFmEmrxe=

(B21)

.

.
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APPENmX c

THERAMP12JGOF THE SHORWPERIOD PITCHING OSCILLATIONS OF A

WING HA.VTNGTWO DEGREES OF FEEEDOM

In the following analysis, it is assmed that ckmges in the for-
wafi speed of the aircraft are negligible. The assmptfon effectfvelY
limits the development to one describing the character of the short+
perid pitching oscillations of the aircraft.

Consider the case of a triangular wing aircraft in steady flight.
If the aircraft is displaced frcm its state of equilibria, the restik
ing equations of longitudinal motion (in wind-exis notation) are:

.

.

From the sketch above, e = a + 77 so that q = ti. @’. !XY ~

Q _ d2e- d-t at at

at dt=-

Making the above substitutions and converting to operatimal notitim,

.
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Where T = m/INS, k = 21/pV2Se, ‘D = dl%it.
—,.

.

Solving the above equations simultaneously gives
—

~ -p[.k(:ck+,. )I+”[(%w=--’%q)q)+
-.-.
-.

Equatian (C3) is recognized as

(%pk-%+c~) + 2T %J }
aorq=O

(C3) “ -

the characteristic equation of free tibra-
tions with viscous damping (reference 17), the solution of which shows
that the magnittie of the oscillations will build up or die out accord-
ing to whether the term v below is positive or negative. —

“(+’%%@u-,@-kcq ,C,, -:(c~+c@+ 2VT
*=

(
2k —C

)
+ 2T

2V %/
.

The stability boundary curve for the %wo-de@?ee-of-freedommotion may
.

thus be obtained by setting the expression for $ in equation (c4)
equal to zero, and replacing the stability derivative terms therein
the general forms given“below:”

with

(b) C= = ‘%O – (’%)c~
(c) c~q, =c~qo .+2(-%+CL

.

J .
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where the subscripted terms are referred to

.

37

the lateral sxis~passiw
. through the aerodyn$d-c center of the triangular wing, md the value

)‘ ‘if%&
(z

represents the distance of the center of gravity from the

aerodynamic center, masured positive fwward of the aerdyms.mic center.
The stability derivatives which a~ar in the above equatim maybe
computed for superscmic speeds from results given in reference 1.

Ferfo=ng the manipulate- ificati above, there again results ,
h

a quadratic equatian for
()

C.g. of the fqrm
-E

.

.

(by) =-&*J(&)-‘ (c6)”
a

c ‘-$ (%0+

the Win.izOscilhtingone-halfampliinxleforme time to @ to
about a given center~f~tity positim is obtained by ccmputing W
for that positim, and substititi~ in the expressi=

T1/2 = - 9+22

,
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Flgure 6.-Anus of hfegmfion for obtntdng theoretical pitching
sfdviify obrivtvlves oi supersonic speeds for trlungulur
wings with cut-off tips.
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